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AIC is now OTC! To streamline your ordering process and improve your customer experience we are redirecting you to OTCindustrial.com.

Since 1969, AIC's application specialists have worked closely with our customers to develop the BEST solutions to their individual finishing and dispensing needs. The AIC team includes a technically diverse group of highly trained specialists focused solely on the application of liquid & powder coatings and the dispensing of sealants, adhesives and potting materials. As the Midwest's premier supplier of painting, powder coating and dispensing systems, equipment, service, and components, AIC is uniquely positioned to support your application needs from initial concept through start-up and operation.

 



Phone: 800-888-9256 

Fax: 888-284-8066

Locations: 

1400 American Way
Greenwood, IN 46143

Contact AIC
Request for Quote




AIC is now OTC! Learn how OTC can help support your business.

About OTC





Services




    

    
        
            Service and Repair
        

    

     


System maintenance is a reinvestment, and AIC’s service department is dedicated to fulfilling your service and service parts needs. Working closely with AIC’s core sales groups, our Service Department is staffed by experts in handling your service-related challenges. We maintain a large inventory of parts for on-time deliveries. Our goals are to help customers:

	Improve quality
	Reduce costs
	Match the right system requirements to the customer’s needs and existing processes
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            Fabrication and Sheet Metal
        

    

     

AIC’s Fabrication & Sheet Metal group specializes in manufacturing short run sheet metal components for a variety of industry-specific needs including:

	Assembly and sub assembly
	Painting and powder coating
	Structural steel
	Custom work


In addition, the Fabrication & Sheet Metal group consists of a dedicated team of welders, painters, assemblers, machinists, sheet fabricators and sales people work in the Greenwood (Indianapolis), Indiana, headquarters shop to manufacture prototypes, custom designs and iron work.

Our goal is to make sure you receive what you need. With our Fabrication & Sheet Metal specialists, you can count on:


	Engineering and quantity considerations to reduce overall costs
	Cost engineering — making changes to design work to cut costs
	Experienced, seasoned professionals
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            Engineered Finishing Systems
        

    

     

 The Engineered Finishing Systems Group starts by working with the customer to evaluate current operations and needs; then puts together the specific engineering parameters required to meet those needs, regardless of application. Once the initial sale is complete, the Engineered Finishing Systems Group continues to assist as needed until the new system is operational — on time and on budget.

We work throughout the Midwest. Benefits of the Engineered Finishing Systems Group’s turnkey capabilities include:

	Project manager to coordinate on-time start-up/operation
	Value added service of assigned project manager to oversee each project from system sale through installation and operation
	Detailed quotations provided based on various levels of turnkey responsibility, with complete pricing on specified level of project applications up to and including full turnkey responsibility
	Guidance for system compliance with relevant insurance and government regulations including NFPA, IRI, FM, UL, etc.
	Reduction of lost productivity associated with an improperly installed system
	Continued service and engineering support available for the life of the system
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Products 
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Liquid Finishing Equipment

The finishing specialists of AIC have practical, real-world backgrounds in applying the latest coatings on all major product substrates including metals, woods, and plastics in the General Industrial, Off-Road, Wood, Appliance and Aviation markets. In addition, our specialists represent a wide-range of industrial application products including robotics, electrostatic, conventional & HVLP applicators, pumps & fluid handling equipment, flow meters & proportioning equipment, IR & convection bake ovens, burn-off ovens, spray booth & air filters.



Sealant and Adhesives

Whether you need a consistent bond, accurate proportioning equipment, hot melt supply systems or a reliable way to transfer, meter, mix and dispense materials, AIC offers engineered solutions featuring Graco’s complete line of dispensing equipment.  Whether you are dispensing epoxy, plastisol, sound deadeners, silicone, hot melt materials, potting compounds, butyl, polyurethane, desiccants, warm melt sealer, specialty resins, polyvinyl chloride (PVC) or other materials, AIC will work with you to develop the right solution to your sealant and adhesive needs.








Request for Quote



Request for Quote
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Powder Finishing Equipment

Powder coating remains popular in the finishing industry as users continue to look for alternatives to reduce operating costs, improve product quality and eliminate hazardous emissions. Whether you are an existing manual powder coater looking to automate your operation — or are considering powder coating as an alternative to your existing liquid finishing system — AIC is available to help guide you through the process.



Filter Products

Clean air is an essential component to all industrial and commercial facilities. AIC offers our customers operational reviews of their current filter usage, allowing us to recommend the optimal air intake filtration and/or paint overspray collector that is necessary to meet the air quality standards and reduce filter expenses within each specific environment. AIC distributes filters manufactured by Columbus Industries, AJ Dralle, Koch Filter Corporation, Smart Media and TruFlow. In addition, AIC offers custom-manufactured filters for a variety of industrial settings.
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Industries




    

    
        
            Wood Industry
        

    

     


Industrial finishing is an important part of the wood products and furniture industry. Appearance and protection of the wood surfaces is an important feature of the product. Wood finishing is one of the last processes in the manufacture of furniture or cabinets and the first thing seen on the retail floor. We at AIC can help you with all your wood finishing projects with our great vendors and expert sales people.
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            Automotive OEM
        

    

     

As an award-winning Tier 1 supplier to top automotive manufacturers, we understand that the automotive industry is volatile to say the least. It’s good to know you can count on a Tier 1 supplier to help you achieve your critical cost, quality and delivery goals. In addition to supplying the quality products, equipment and parts you need to manufacture your products, AIC can help you keep your plant running and improve your business’ efficiency. We offer services and support designed to eliminate your downtime, reduce your on-hand inventory, control your costs and meet your energy reduction goals.
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            General Industries
        

    

     

At AIC, the broad range of products we supply, and support combined with the superior technical expertise and knowledge of our people, has allowed us to become an invaluable partner to companies in a wide range of industries. AIC can provide the solution. Whether your main concern is weathering exceptionally tough conditions or ensuring consistent and precise output, we have solutions to handle the demands of your industry. We’re a one-stop shop that can equip your plant with products and deliver service offerings ranging from reliable front-end project engineering support to responsive maintenance and repair, effectively minimizing unexpected downtime.
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            Agriculture Industry
        

    

     

AIC provides the most comprehensive line of paint booths and finishing systems for the agricultural industries. Offering high-quality, long-lasting solutions, AIC is the preferred source of paint booths and finishing systems for large equipment and vehicles. Our paint booths and finishing equipment allow businesses to produce a superior quality finish in the most efficient manner. In addition to a complete line of pre-engineered paint booths, we offer custom solutions to meet customers’ specific configuration and usability requirements. 
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            Boat/RV Industry
        

    

     


AIC is a valuable source for your Boat finishing needs. Choose from standard catalogue paint booths to finish your yachts, barge, or any other type of vessel. Paint booths are also an integral part of boat yards performing maintenance and repair of marine components.
Marine original equipment manufactures often rely on AIC's solution specific engineering and designs to powder coat or paint new vessel at the assembly plant. AIC also offers: sanding, grinding, gelcoat, layup and cure ovens for the composite boat industry. Rely on AIC as your complete marine coatings equipment supplier.
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